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ABSTRACT 
This paper shows how to derive analytical expressions for the eigenvalue bounds of matrices aris- 
ing when using a fast method for separable f'mite difference quations for the numerical solution 
of the first three boundary value problems for the two-dimensional self-adjoint second order 
elliptic partial differential equation in a rectangle. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The discretization of the two-dimensional linear 
second order elliptic partial differential equations 
leads to a linear system of the form 
Au =¢ (1) 
where A is a known matrix, u is an unknown vector, 
with components he numerical approximations to
the solutions of the elliptic problem at specified 
points, and ¢ is a known vector. 
Under certain circumstances the matrix A can be split 
into two other matrices A 1 and A 2 which are sym- 
metric, positive or semi-positive definite and com- 
mutative. For the numerical solution of system (1) 
when such cases arise many methods can be used. 
Among other fast methods Extrapolated Alternating 
Direction Implicit (EADI) methods are most suitable 
to apply (see e.g. [5], [6] and [7]), not only because 
of the possibility of accelerating on their convergence 
rates (see [3]) but also because they constitute ideal 
methods for applying parallel computations ( ee [4 ]) 
as we shall show in a forthcoming paper. For the ap- 
plication however of these and similar methods, posi- 
tive lower and upper bounds for the positive igen- 
values of at least one of the matrices A1 and A 2 must 
be available. We notice however that the problem of 
finding analytically apositive lower bound is not al- 
ways an easy one. In the general case the problem i~ 
unsolved but in special cases the method developed 
by Avdelas [2] can be successfully applied. 
In the two-dimensional case, a natural extension of 
what was discussed in [2] is the one where the prob- 
lem of the numerical solution of the self-adjoint 
second order elliptic partial differential equations 
(SAE) in a rectangle is considered and therefore 
analytical expressions for the corresponding eigen- 
value bounds for the first three boundary value prob- 
lems are found. The form of the SAE considered here 
is the most general one for which a fast method for 
separable finite difference quations (e.g. the alternat- 
ing direction technique) can be applied. In this sense 
our SAE is a generalization of the corresponding equa- 
tion treated by Widlund in [11] for the first boundary 
value problem rather than of the one considered by 
Wachspress and Habetler [9]. The latter can be treated 
in an analogous way. 
2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
We consider the SAE 
Lu = fix), x e g (2) 
where R is the interior of the rectangle with vertices 
(0, 0), (~,  0), (~ ,  £2) and (0, £2) and L the elliptic 
operator defined by 
L~ ~---~[al(Xl)~---~] + a-~- [a2(x2) 9-~--] -  ct(xl) - c2(x 2 ) ~ x  2 ax 2 
(3) 
with ai(xi) > 0 and ci(xi) ~ 0 l ie I -= {1, 2). The 
solution u, which is required to satisfy the boundary 
conditions 
Zu=v(x), xe3R (4) 
with aR being the boundary of R, is assumed to be 
sufficiently smooth in K= RUB R. The operator £ is 
defined by the expressions (5) and (6) below 
i~  the identity operator on aR (5) 
~i---(-1)J +1 ~ +~ on dR{ (6) 
ax i x 
I 
where ieI, jeJ = {0, 1L 0 and {xIxeag 
and x i =j £i ). It is clear that in the case where his 
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h~ 
[i= ~i  
defined by expression (5) we have the first boundary 
value problem for equation (2) while in the case 
where £is defined by expression (6) we have the 
0 1 0 1 
second (o 1 + 01 + 0 2 + 0 2 = 0) and the third 
0 1 0 1 
(01 + 01 + 0 2 + 0 2 > 0) boundary value problems 
respectively. At this point we note, that in the case 
where in at least one of the sides of R, parallel to the 
xi-axis, the boundary conditions are those of a third 
type boundary value problem, the corresponding coef- 
ficient ai(xi) must be constant in order for the analysis 
given in the sequel to apply. 
For the numerical solution of problem (2)-(4) we 
impose a uniform mesh of size h i = 9fi/N i in xi-direc- 
tion where N i (> 3) is an arbitrarily chosen integer 
[i~ I and approximate differential equation (2) to- 
gether with its boundary conditions by using for the 
first boundary value problem the 5-point difference 
formula at all nodes in R. For the other two problems 
we use the same difference formula at all points in K 
and at the same time central difference formulas at all 
points in OR in directions perpendicular to the cor- 
responding side just in order to eliminate the approxi- 
mate values of u at points which lie outside the region 
R. From now on we use the symbol Uili2 to denote 
the approximate value of u (i 1hl,i2h2) at the corre- 
sponding node. 
3. MATRIX EQUATIONS ARISING FROM THE 
DISCRETIZATION OF THE DIFFERENTIAL 
PROBLEM 
where k~ I - {i }, a. ~ = ai(J~hi)[ g= 1/2(1)Ni-1/2 , 
1 
m 
c i = ci(mhi)[m= 1(1)N i -  1 and the symbol @ 
denotes tensor product as defined in Halmos [6]. 
For the matrices A i it can easily be proved that 
i) they are symmetric 
i_i) they are commutative and 
iii) the eigenvalues of A i are those of H i with each 
eigenvalue r peated N k - 1 times (k ~ I -  {i )). 
In the cases of the second and third boundary value 
problems the totality of the corresponding difference 
equations, after eliminating the values Uili2 which 
correspond to nodes outside R, can now be written 
in the form 
(A~ + Ai)u* = ~* (8) 
where A.* are known matrices of order (N 1 + 1)(N 2 + 1), 
1 
u* is an unknown (N 1 + 1) (N 2 + 1 ) -dimensional vector 
of the form 
u* = (Uoo, Ulo ..... UNlo' Uo1'Ull ..... UNIN2 )T' 
and ~b* a known (N 1 + 1)(N 2 + 1)-dimensional vector. 
This time the matrices A.* have the following forms 
1 
A~=J2 ® H 1 and A2=H2@J1  
with Ji being the unit matrix of order N i + 1 and H* 
a matrix of order N i + 1 given by 
In the case of the first boundary value problem the 
totality of difference quations, for all the mesh points 
considered, can be written in the form 
(A I + A2)u = ~b (7) 
where A i are known matrices of order (N 1-1)(N 2- i), 
u is an unknown (N I - i )  (N 2-1)-dimensional vector 
-2a  i (hio i + 1/2 0 1 )+h2c0  -2~1/2i 
. h [ a 1/2 al /2+a3/2+h2c 1. a 3/2 
~'ik| - i i i i t  - "  H i= L 2aNi - l l2  2aNi  -1/2 o ;  + 1,+ h2cNi  - i i (hi 
where k~ I - {i}, a i = ai(£hi) l £= l/2(l ')Ni- 1/2 
of the form and c'ml = ci (mhi) [ m = 0(1)N i. 
, u ~T  
u=(u11, u21 ..... UNl_ l ,  1, u12, u22 .... NI_I,N2_lJ IfwedeFme first the diagonal matrix Ci of order Ni + l 
and ~b a known (N 1 - 1)(N 2 - 1)-dimensional vector, as follows 
The matrices A i have the following product forms 
A I=J2  ®H1 andA 2=H 2@J1 
with Ji being the unit matrix of order Ni-1 and H i be- 
hag a matrix of order N i - 1 given by 
1 /2+ 312 .2 1 
• ~. +b.c .  





3]2 5/2 . 2 2 
o~. - i -~ .  +h.  c .  
1 1 1 1 





Nf-'312 Ni-ll2 2 Ni" 
~. " +~. +h.  c. 




then the matrix C by the relationship 
C=C2® C 1 
and Finally multiply equation (8) from the left by C -1 
we obtain 
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(A 1 + A2)u= ¢ (9) 
where we have set 
A i C -1 * C - lu*  =C- I~*  = A i C, u = and @ • 
Using the above relationships, as well as the expres- 
• H.* and C, it is readily seen that sions for A i, 1
A I=J2  ®H1 and A 2=H 2(~J1 
where 
, 
H i = C~ 1 H i C i 
The matrices H i introduced above are readily found 
to be given by 
2atl2 (hia°. + l)+ h~c° -~/2a~ 12 
_X/'~al/2 a~12 a312 +h2cl 




:Ni-l/2 (hio~ + 1)+h2ci N
As previously it can be proved for the new matrices 
A i that 
i) they are symmetric 
ii) they are commutative and 
iii) the eigenvalues of A i are those of H i with each 
eigenvalue repeated Nk + 1 times (ke  I - {i}). 
4. ANALYTICAL EXPRESSIONS FOR THE POSITIVE 
EIGENVALUE BOUNDS 
For the matrices H i defined in the previous ection 
bounds for their eigenvalues have to be found. For 
this purpose we observe that these matrices are 
h k 
products of the factor hi times a matrix A of the 
general form below 
A-  
"a l  + 3'a2 +/31 -x /~a 2 
- x/~a2 a2 + a3 + f12 -a  3 
-aN-1  aN-1 + aN + fiN-1 -x/~-a 
- 3"aN + % + 1 + 
Therefore our problem is now that of finding as strict 
as possible lower and upper hounds for the eigen- 
values of  the symmetric N x N matrix A. It is assumed 
that for the matrix A we have that al,a N +1 ~ 0, 
a i>  0 l i=  2(1)N,/3i~ 0 l i=  I(1)N and-r = 1 or2.  
The subsequent analysis is comparable to the one given 
in §3 of [10]. 
To begin with let u be an eigenvector of A, normalised 
so that [lull 2 = 1, X its corresponding eigenvalue and 
u i [i = 1(1)N its components. By simple transforma- 
tions we successively obtain 
X = Xllul122 = uTXu = uWiu 
or by substituting into the RHS above the expressions 
for A and u and performing all the operations involved 
we take 
X= (a 1 + -ra2 + il l)u~-2x/77a2 u I u2 +(a2 + a3 +/32)u22 
2 
- 2a 3 u 2 u 3 +... - 2 a N_luN_2uN_I  + (aN-1 + aN+ fiN-1 )UN-1 
2= 2 
-2V/7-~aNUN_lUN + ( - raN+aN+l+f lN)U N a lu  1 
+ a 2 (x/Tu 1 -u2) 2 + a3 (u 2_u3) 2 + ... + aN-1  (UN-2-UN-1) 2 
aN(UN_l _ X/;fUN)2 + . 2 2 2 + aN+ lUN + fllUl +/32u2 
2 2 
+ "'" + fiN - lUN-1 +/3NUN 
If we use the notations 
a= rain a i ,  a= max a i [ i =-r(1)N+2-3,  and 
/3=minf l  i , f f=maxf l  i [ i= l (1 )N  
then the eigenvalue ~, above can be bounded as follows 
2 +a_[(2--r)u~+ (V~Ul-U2)2+ a-r-lU-r_ 1 (u 2 -u3)2+ 
2 - 2 
+ ...+ (UN_2-UN_I) + (UN_I-X/3"UN) + (2 -7 )u  2] 
2 2 -- 2 
+ aN + 3-'rUN + 2-3" +f l< X < aT-1 u 3'-1 + a [ (2-3") u 1 
+ j4- u 1 _u2)2 +... + (u N-1 -x/ruN)2 + (2 -3")u 2] 
2 +F 
+ aNq: 3--r UN + 2-3, 
where ¢o = aN + 2 = 0 and u o, u N + 1 arbitrary real 
numbers. 
If  we introduce the matrices 
%-1 + 2 -x/:f 
-X/~- 2 -1 
A= 
-1 2 
-X /7 -  aN+ 3-7  - +2 
a 
(io) 
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and 
aT-1 +2 -J; 
2 -I 
-1 2 -~/~- 
-X/~- aN+ 3-7 + 2 
a 
(11) 
then the inequalities satisfied by the eigenvalue 
can be written in the following compact form 
auTAu + fl < X < auTAu + ~ (12) 
Let u i ( II u ill2 = 1) be the eigenvectors and ~i the cor- 
responding eigenvalues of A_ and also ~i(ll~ill 2 = 1) 
be the eigenvectors and ~i the corresponding eigen- 
values of ~. (i = I(1)N ). If we assume that the eigen- 
vector u of A has the analysis 
N 
u= Z ~iui i=1 - 
we can obtain 
~1 2 N~. 2 uTAu= 5 ),iuTu_i = Z )'i (13) 
- i -1  i=1 1 -  
However ,  because of the validity of the relationship 
T N 52 
u u=lwehave  2; =1 and therefore 
i=l 1 
~min < uTAu < X (14) 
- -  - -  - m a x  
where ~min and -~max are the minimum and maximum 
eigenvalues ofA respectively or in case these eigen- 
values are not available lower and upper bounds for 
them. It is obvious that ~-min and ~max satisfy the 
inequalities 
0 < -~min < min ~--i and ~-max ~ max ~i 
Inequalities (14) were obtained from relationships (13) 
on the assumption that all the eigenvalues ~i of A 
are non-negative r al numbers. This is true because 
the matrix A is either positive or semi-positive definite, 
for, if x is any arbitrary real vector, with components 
x i [i = 1 (1)N, we easily get 
xTAx_a~-I 2 2 - 2 2 
_ - -  xT_ 1 + (2 -7 )x i+ (~/Tx l -x2)  + (x 2 -x3)  
q: "'" + (XN-2 -XN-1 )2 +.(XN_ 1 _V/~XN) 2 + (2 -7)x 2 
+ aN+.3-7 2 
a XN+2-'y ~* 0 
with x ° and x N + 1 arbitrary real numbers. 
In the same way it can be proved that 
~min < TAu < ~max (15) 
where 0 < ~min < min ~i and Xmax > max h i as before 
Because of inequalities (14) and (15), (12) can be writ- 
ten as follows 
a Xmi  n+f l  < X<a ), +~ (16) - max 
From the analysis above it follows that in the case of 
the first boundary value problem the matrix corre- 
sponding to matrix A of this present section has the 
following entries :
a~=a~-ll21£= I(1)N i , fig: h2 ci~l g: l(1)Ni-1, 




-1 2 -1 
- I  2 -1 
-1 2 
whose eigenvalues are given by the expressions 
4sin 2 mrr Ira= 1(1)N i -  1. 
2(N+1) 
Consequently 
~, = 4sin 2 7r and ~ = 4cos 2 -  
-min 2 (N + 1 ) max 2(N+1) 
(18) 
In the case of either the second or the third boundary 
value problem the matrix corresponding to A has the 
following entries 
2a1/2h °° °£=g~-3/2[g=2(1)Ni+ l 'aNi+2 a l= i i i '  
N i-1/2 1 
=2a i hioi,fl~=h2c~l ~=0(1)N i, 
(19) 7=2 andN=Ni+ 1 
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Therefore 
2a1/2h o ° 

















be applied (see also [ 2]). If however the conditions 
/31 =/3 2 = 0 come from the fact that at least one (and 
at most Ni) of  all c i 's of both matrices are zero then 
the analysis given in the previous ection fails to yield 
an analytic positive lower bound for the eigenvalues of  
the positive definite matrix A i. This implies that com- 
putational methods must be used. The previous un- 
desired situation however can be overcome in the case 
where at least one nonzero element is one of the ele- 
ments c ° and c Ni. In such a case the corresponding 
21 1 
term h. c. can be considered in the place of 
1 1 
or 2a Ni-1/2 h ive(= 0) respectively 2a~/2h io°  (=0) i 
and a ~min > 0 can then be found by following the 
analysis in [1]. 
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